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Abstract

In September 1993, the Canadian Institute for Telecommunications Research, in collabora-

tion with the IBM Toronto Laboratory Centre for Advanced Studies, initiated a major project

on Broadband Services. The goal of this major project is to provide the software technolo-

gies required for the development of distributed multimedia applications. Of particular interest

are \presentational" applications where multimedia documents, stored in database servers, are

retrieved by remote users over a broadband network. Emphasis is placed on e�ciency and

service exibility. By e�ciency, we mean the ability to support many users and many multi-

media documents. As to service exibility, we mean the application is able to support a range

of quality of service requirements from the users, adapt to changing network conditions, and

support multiple document types. The research program consists of six constituent projects:

multimedia data management, continuous media �le server, quality of service negotiation and

adaptation, scalable video encoding, synchronization of multimedia data, and project integra-

tion. These projects are investigated by a multi-disciplinary team from eight institutions across

Canada. Multimedia news has been selected as a target application for development, and the

results from the various projects have been integrated into a multimedia news prototype. In
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this paper, the system architecture, research results, and the prototyping e�ort, are presented.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, advances in computer and networking technologies have led to the development of

powerful workstations with audio and video capabilities, server machines with high capacity storage

devices, and broadband networks that support quality of services (QoS) guarantees. These advances

have spurred interest in the development of distributed multimedia applications. Deployment of such

applications would be facilitated by the availability of service enabling software that hides the details

of the underlying network infrastructure from the application developer. Research is also required

to fully understand the communication requirements of these applications and the corresponding

implications for system and network design.

An important class of distributed multimedia applications is \presentational" applications where

multimedia documents featuring continuous (audio and video) and/or discrete (image and text)

data are accessed interactively by remote users. Application areas include multimedia news, digital

libraries, home shopping, and distance education. The success of this type of interactive service is

heavily dependent on the ability to deliver the service to a large community of users in an e�ective

manner.

In September 1993, the Canadian Institute for Telecommunications Research (CITR), in collab-

oration with the IBM Toronto Laboratory Centre for Advanced Studies (CAS), initiated a major

project on Broadband Services. The goal of this major project is to provide the software technologies

required to support the development of distributed multimedia applications. Our work is focused

on presentational applications, where emphasis is placed on e�ciency and service exibility. By e�-

ciency, we mean the ability to support many users and many multimedia documents. As to service

exibility, we mean that the application is able to support a range of QoS requirements from the

users, adapt to changing network conditions, and support multiple document types. The research

program is organized as six constituent projects, which are investigated by a multi-disciplinary team

from eight institutions across Canada. An important activity is the development of an integrated
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prototype using the research results from the constituent projects. Multimedia news has been se-

lected as a target application for development. In this paper, the reference architecture, research

results, and prototyping e�ort are presented.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the key design decisions and present

an overview of our reference architecture. The organization of the Broadband Services research

program is also described. In Sections 3 to 8, we consider each constituent project in turn, and

present our approach and accomplishments. Finally, Section 9 contains some concluding remarks

and a discussion of future research directions.

2 Reference Architecture and Project Organization

2.1 Design Decisions

Conceptually, our system is a distributed system where multimedia documents, stored in databases

and �le servers, are accessed by remote users over a broadband network. Its design is based on the

following design decisions:

1. Uniform Treatment of Content Data and Meta-Data: In a multimedia document, the

content data corresponds to the text, image, audio, and video data, and meta-data contains

descriptive information about the content data. Meta-data includes annotation information

such as keywords, author, and date of creation, as well as information which is relevant to

system operation such as document structure and encoding schemes for audio or video. Our

system treats meta-data and content data uniformly from the perspective of querying.

2. Use of an Object-Oriented Database: In general, a multimedia document is a structured

complex object containing a number of monomedia objects. Video and audio objects are

generally large, consisting of digitized samples of analog data. There is no simple structure to

these objects as there is to, for example, the name, address, and salary attributes of an employee
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object in a traditional database management system (DBMS). Video and audio objects also

have temporal and spatial relationships to one another. Relational DBMS are not suitable for

supporting multimedia documents because (i) they are designed to e�ciently manage large

numbers of small objects, and (ii) they manage �xed data types and are not extensible. An

object-oriented DBMS is adopted because features such as abstraction and encapsulation of

complex objects, an extensible type system, and support for representing various hierarchies,

are more suitable to meeting the requirements of multimedia applications.

3. Development of a Continuous Media File Server: Content data comes in two varieties

depending on whether the data are continuous (audio and video) or discrete (image and text).1

Image and text data are stored in the DBMS. For audio and video data, our system must

provide guarantees of delivery, as well as support for synchronization of independent streams,

and QoS. We have therefore decided to develop a special purpose continuous media �le server.

A consequence of this decision is that continuous data and discrete data may be stored on

separate servers.

4. Synchronization of MultipleMedia Streams: In our system, the monomedia objects that

make up a multimedia document may be stored on di�erent media servers. This facilitates the

development of applications where the same video stream can be combined with one of several

possible audio streams such as those corresponding to di�erent languages. A mechanism is

needed to request the delivery of monomedia objects from di�erent servers and to synchronize

their presentation at the client.

5. QoS Negotiation and Adaptation as an Integral Part of the System Architecture:

To achieve service exibility, an application must be able to cope with varying network con-

ditions as well as varying presentation quality requested by the users. The latter is relevant,

1In some cases, image and text data may be considered as continuous. For example, closed captioning involves

text that must be displayed in a timely manner.
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for example, when a video document is available at multiple levels of resolution. The QoS

negotiation process is guided by the user's preferences and priorities which can be captured in

the form of user pro�les. The system also adapts to changing user priorities, system parame-

ters, and resource availability. In our system, the various system components must e�ectively

support QoS negotiation and adaptation.

2.2 Reference Architecture

Our reference architecture, developed as a result of our design decisions, is shown in Figure 1. From

the viewpoint of the user, the system is a distributed multimedia DBMS which provides facilities to

browse, search, and retrieve multimedia documents. The DBMS is based on a client-server model,

and we will refer to the client and server components of the database as client DBMS and server

DBMS respectively. Queries issued by a user are processed by the client DBMS. The client DBMS

communicates with the server DBMS to retrieve the meta-data regarding the requested multimedia

documents. The meta-data contains, among other parameters, the server locations of the various
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monomedia objects of the document, the QoS information (for example, encoding scheme or frame

rate for video), and the presentation scenario which describes the temporal relationships of these

objects. The client DBMS passes the retrieved meta-data to the QoS manager, which determines the

most suitable QoS variant to be presented to the user. This information is passed to the scheduler

(a component of the synchronization control module), which builds a presentation schedule for each

selected monomedia object. Synchronization control then requests the database and continuous

media �le servers to transmit the required data across the network, and coordinates the reception

of data streams at the client for presentation to the user.

From the viewpoint of a service provider, facilities are required to create multimedia documents

and enter these documents into the database. Facilities are also required for document update.

We distinguish between version update and content update. Version update is appropriate for

applications such as multimedia news where an existing news item is replaced by a more up-to-date

version of the same story. Content update means changing the content of an existing document.

Our work is concerned with version update only because multimedia news has been selected as our

target application.2 To perform an update, the client DBMS communicates with the server DBMS

to enter the updated version into the database. The existing version is marked out-dated, and will

no longer be available to the user.

Finally, an application programming interface (API) is de�ned to facilitate application develop-

ment.

2.3 Project Organization

The system components can readily be identi�ed from the reference architecture shown in Figure 1.

These components are being investigated in six constituent projects:

2Content update will be considered as a future research activity.
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1. Multimedia Data Management: This project is led by M. T. �Ozsu of the University of

Alberta. It is concerned with the logical modeling of multimedia data, the design of query lan-

guages, content-based indexing of images, and the storage, retrieval, and update of multimedia

documents.

2. Continuous Media File Server: This project is led by G. Neufeld of the University of

British Columbia. It is concerned with the design and development of a scalable continuous

media �le server as well as the provision of real time support by the server and client operating

systems, and by the transport network.

3. QoS Negotiation and Adaptation: This project is led by G. v. Bochmann of the Universit�e

de Montr�eal. It is concerned with QoS negotiation between the user and the system, the

adaptation of an application to changing QoS, and the monitoring of system and network

performance for QoS negotiation purposes.

4. Synchronization of Multimedia Data: This project is led by N. D. Georganas of the

University of Ottawa. It is concerned with the design, implementation, and performance

evaluation of scheduling algorithms to synchronize multiple media data streams at the client

according to a given presentation scenario.

5. Scalable Video Encoding: This project is led by E. Dubois of INRS Telecommunications.

It is concerned with scalable video coding/decoding schemes. Such schemes can be used to

e�ectively support di�erent levels of resolution in video objects.

6. Project Integration: This project is led by J. Wong of the University of Waterloo. It is

concerned with system integration where a prototype is constructed using the software modules

developed by the various projects. Included in this activity is the development of the API and

a multimedia news application.
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Finally, the overall major project is led by J. Wong of the University of Waterloo. The co-leader

is K. Lyons of the IBM Toronto Laboratory Centre for Advanced Studies. Apart from project

management, an important activity is to coordinate the milestones of the constituent projects so

that the objectives of the major project are met.

3 Multimedia Data Management

The multimediaDBMS is an object-oriented system that complies with the SGML/HyTime standard

[2, 1] (see Figure 2). The system is capable of storing di�erent types of documents within one

database by accommodating multiple document type de�nitions (DTDs). Objects are dynamically

created according to element de�nitions in a given DTD. The system also has tools to automatically

insert marked-up documents into the database.
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3.1 Multimedia Support

The system is built as an extension layer on top of a generic3 object DBMS called ObjectStore [10].

The extensions include speci�c support for multimedia information systems. The most important

part of the extension layer is the type system. In this context, there are three fundamental issues.

First, the basic monomedia components of the document (that is, text, image, audio, and video)

need to be modeled. Secondly, to support the multimedia news target application, the structure

of the news documents must be represented. Third, meta-data about the multimedia objects and

applications have to be captured and stored in the database. Since ObjectStore does not provide

native support for basic multimedia data other than text (i.e., strings), the type system de�nes these

data types and refers to them as atomic types. Currently, these atomic types store meta-data about

all media types as well as image and text objects. Audio and video objects are stored in a continuous

media �le server. The multimedia DBMS provides a uniform interface to these repositories.

3.2 Document Representation

We follow the SGML/HyTime standard for representing document structure. SGML formally spec-

i�es this structure by de�ning element types such as paragraph and �gure and the relationships

between them in a DTD. SGML does not prespecify the nature of these elements, nor the structure

of the composition hierarchy that contains them. Instead, a document designer speci�es a di�erent

DTD for each category of document being designed. For example, a single Book DTD, hierarchically

composed of chapter, section, paragraph, and word elements, might serve as the template for many

instances of book.

The representation of spatio-temporal relationships between monomedia objects is an important

consideration in designing a multimedia database. Such information is required by the scheduler to

plan the retrieval and presentation of multimedia documents. In following the HyTime philosophy,

3In the sense that it does not have native multimedia support.
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we completely separate the presentation of a document from its content. This has two implications.

First, the user's presentation style preferences must be stored and accessed when necessary. This

is accomplished using individualized style sheets which are stored in the database as objects. The

second and arguably more important consideration is to represent the spatio-temporal relationships

in accordance with the HyTime standard.

HyTime de�nes a number of architectural forms to deal with various hypermedia concepts. One

of these architectural forms is the �nite coordinate space (FCS) which is used to model spatio-

temporal relationships. An FCS is a set of axes in �nite dimensions. The units of measurement

along these axes are called quanta. There are various types of quanta de�ned in HyTime along

with the normal units of measurement such as characters, words, and nodes in trees. We de�ne an

FCS of three dimensions: x and y to represent spatial dimensions and time to model the temporal

dimension. A set of ranges along the various axes de�ning the FCS form an extent which corresponds

to an event [1]. An event schedule, consisting of one or more events, is used to represent temporal

relationships among various monomedia objects. Within this context, our model of spatio-temporal

relationships is a set of type de�nitions that correspond to the relevant HyTime concepts. Details

of the type system design can be found in [19, 18].

3.3 Dynamic Insertion of New DTDs

A fundamental requirement of a multimedia DBMS for SGML/HyTime documents is that it should

be able to handle multiple DTDs and support the creation of types that are induced by these DTDs.

This is essential if the multimedia DBMS is to support a variety of applications. The system must

analyze new DTDs and automatically generate the types that correspond to the elements they de�ne.

We store the DTD as an object in the database so that users can run queries like \Find all DTDs

in which a `paragraph' element is de�ned."

In our system, a meta-DTD describes a grammar for de�ning DTDs, and a DTD parser parses

each DTD according to this grammar. While parsing the DTD, an object is created for each valid
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SGML element de�ned in the DTD. This object contains information about the element, such as its

name, attribute list and context model. If the DTD is valid, a type generator is used to automatically

generate C++ code that de�nes a new ObjectStore type for each element in the DTD. For example,

if a Book DTD is parsed, objects representing Title, AuthorList, Chapter, Section, Paragraph,

Index, etc., would be created. There are two important problems that need to be addressed in this

process. Both of them are abstraction problems that can reduce the complexity of the multimedia

type system and therefore reduce maintenance time and errors. First, if two or more elements in

the same DTD share a common feature, then that feature should be automatically extracted and

promoted to an abstract superclass. For example, the Video and Audio types both share a common

duration attribute, so the abstract supertype Temporal was created to promote this feature. This

factoring must be done automatically. If the feature is a common component, this is straightforward;

otherwise, the problem is harder to solve.

Second, common element de�nitions across di�erent DTDs should be represented by a common

type in the type system. There is no easy solution to this problem since it leads to the well-known

semantic heterogeneity problem that has been studied extensively within the multi-database com-

munity. Briey, the problem is one of being able to determine whether two elements are semantically

equivalent. Since this is not a trivial problem, we have chosen to give up some abstraction in favor

of a semantically \safe" type system. Further details of handling multiple DTDs can be found in

[20].

3.4 Type Re-use across DTDs

The complexity of the semantic heterogeneity problem does not mean that we completely abandon

type re-use across DTDs. Our approach is to re-use atomic types such as Image, Text and high-level

abstract supertypes such as TextElement, Structured, and HyElement. These types are safe to

re-use because they have well-de�ned semantics and appear across many document types. For the

rest of the elements in a given DTD, we create new types. Name conicts between elements in
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di�erent DTDs are resolved automatically by using the DTD name as pre�x during type creation

(for example, article section and book section).

A major advantage of our approach is that new element types are inserted into the database

without costly schema evolution. The DTD manager takes the DTD �le as input and stores the

DTD as an object in the database that can later be used for parsing documents. As soon as a DTD

is stored in the database, SGML documents of that type can be inserted.

3.5 Automatic Insertion of Multimedia Documents

A short-coming of many multimedia DBMS's is the lack of tools for the insertion of documents

into the database. This is generally considered to be outside the scope of database work. In our

investigation, we couple the multimedia database with a retro�tted SGML parser4 [5]. SGML

documents can then be created using existing authoring tools and automatically inserted into the

database. The SGML parser accepts an SGML document instance from the authoring tool, validates

it, and forms a parse tree. Another software module, called the instance generator, traverses the

parse tree and instantiates the appropriate objects in the database. These are persistent objects,

and can be accessed using the query facility.

4 Continuous Media File Server

Our continuous media �le server (CMFS) is a specialized �le server designed to support continuous

media objects such as video and audio [3, 16]. The motivation for designing a specialized �le server

for continuous media is now well established. Data access patterns, as well as the services provided

to the clients by such a server, di�er considerably from those of a conventional distributed service

such as NFS. A continuous media client typically transfers large volumes of sequential data, and the

required resources at the network and at the server di�er considerably. To ensure continuous data

4This parser is based on a freeware application called nsgmls developed by James Clark, available from

ftp://ftp.jclark.com/pub/sp/.
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transfer, the allocation of resources such as disk and network bandwidth, as well as processor cycles

and memory at the server, must be guaranteed.

Many �le servers assume that each individual stream has a constant bit rate (CBR). Compression

methods such as motion JPEG or MPEG-2 produce streams whose bit rates vary considerably. It is,

of course, possible to produce a constant bit rate stream with these schemes, but doing this would

either increase the resource requirements or impair the quality of the stream. Data networks are

well-suited to carry bursty tra�c. In particular, much e�ort has gone into making ATM networks

capable of handling bursty data sources. It is therefore reasonable to design a �le service which can

explicitly accommodate such variation in resource requirements and thereby increase the number of

simultaneous streams that can be supported.

4.1 Design Features

The CMFS addresses the issues mentioned above through four major design features.

1. Scalability: The performance bottleneck of a CMFS is the I/O bandwidth. This is substanti-

ated by the following speed di�erences: the disk system (typically between 2 to 5 MByte/sec),

the I/O bus (SCSI-2 at 20 MByte/sec), the internal bus (800 to 1,200 Mbit/sec), and an ATM

network (100 to 155 Mbit/sec). Given that the typical bandwidth required by a continuous

media client ranges from 1 Mbit/sec to 8 Mbit/sec, the number of concurrent clients may be

quite limited. The service must therefore be scalable, permitting more components to be added

as more capability is needed. Section 4.2 describes the scalable architecture of our system.

2. Multimedia support: A client typically requires multiple concurrent media streams. For

example, a session may include video, audio and captioned text. In order to support our design

decision that the same video may be displayed together with a variety of di�erent audio streams

and that each stream may come from a di�erent server, the server should not be restricted to

a single media syntax such as MPEG-2. It must provide a suitable abstraction for time and
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for media units per second.

3. Disk I/O bandwidth: Much e�ort has been expended in determining the optimal disk

performance and its relationship to the number of clients which may be supported. Most

analyses, however, assume a static disk layout [4, 13]. In our system the disk capability of

the server is determined dynamically by calibrating the disk I/O bandwidth. This calibration

determines two values: the minimumand the maximumnumber of I/O operations per second.

These values include the hardware overhead in transferring disk blocks as well as the operating

system software overhead. Our design allows us to obtain a more realistic �gure on the capacity

of the server.

4. VBR scheduling: The I/O scheduling is based on variable bit rate (VBR) streams rather

than constant bit rates. This permits the scheduling of streams that have been compressed

using VBR schemes such as motion JPEG and MPEG-2. The variation does not have to

be localized within a set of I, B and P frames; it can last for seconds across video scene

boundaries. The CMFS incorporates the design of both an admission control algorithm and a

stream scheduler for variable bit rate tra�c [14, 15, 16].

4.2 CMFS Architecture

The design of our CMFS is based on a set of server nodes, each with a processor and disk storage on

multiple local SCSI-2 Fast/Wide buses. One of these nodes is the administrator node. The server

nodes are connected to an ATM network for delivering continuous media data to the client systems

(see Figure 3). A su�cient number of disk drives are attached to the SCSI buses to provide the

required bandwidth. The disks can be striped along a single SCSI bus (to a maximum of four disks)

or across SCSI buses.

Multiple server nodes can be con�gured to increase the capability of the service. Since the server

nodes are independent of each other, any number can be added. Besides interconnecting nodal
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Figure 3: Continuous Media File Server Architecture

computers by an ATM network, the con�guration can consist of processor cards interconnected via

an I/O bus such as VME. In either case, the initial open request from the client �rst goes to the

administrator node. This node then determines which of the server nodes has the requested stream

and forwards the request with additional information about the stream's playout. From then on,

communication is direct between a particular server node and the client.

4.3 QoS and Synchronization Support

The CMFS provides a programming interface to the other system modules [6]. This interface is

designed to support access to the monomedia objects as well as QoS and synchronization require-

ments. Using a push model of transmission, the prepare operation requests the server to begin data

transfer of a monomedia object. The client then uses the read operation to obtain data queued at

the client. read is strictly a local client operation that does not result in a request to the CMFS.

This \instantaneous" nature of read coupled with the fact that there is a guaranteed bounded delay

on prepare supports the synchronization of multiple independent streams at the client even if the

streams originate from di�erent servers.

The interface is designed such that once prepare has returned control, the client is guaranteed to
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have su�cient data queued locally to support the continuous presentation of the monomedia object.

Underow is therefore avoided. The prepare operation also has parameters which control the speed

and amount of data that is transmitted. These parameters are used to vary the quality of service.

5 QoS Negotiation and Adaptation

We have developed a novel model for QoS negotiation in distributed multimedia systems. This

model is based on the premise that advanced distributed applications must be adaptive in the sense

that they must cope with variations in network conditions and with varying demands from users on

the quality of the requested multimediamaterials. The overall goal of QoS negotiation is to optimize

the system con�guration that can satisfy the users' QoS constraints. There are three major parties

involved in our negotiation model: the user (at the client), the transport system, and the database

that stores the multimedia documents. The latter is included because our distributed database

system provides support for di�erent variants of audio or video objects - each may be at a di�erent

resolution, and stored in a di�erent server. The negotiation is performed by a QoS management

module [22].

5.1 QoS Framework

A framework for QoS negotiation has been de�ned which includes all system components such as

the client workstation, networks, and servers [22, 9]. The global con�guration involved in a given

instance of an application can be selected based on the user's QoS requirements and the resource

availability at the di�erent system components. For access to multimediadocuments, the system may

take advantage of the presence of several media variants [24]. Examples of media variants include

video with a di�erent number of frames per second, and images with a di�erent number of pixels per

row or column, di�erent color quality, or di�erent encoding schemes. For presentation to a speci�c

user, the system selects the most appropriate media variant depending on the QoS preferences of
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the user (including cost) and the current availability of system resources. This selection involves

the evaluation of various con�guration alternatives. If the negotiated QoS cannot be maintained

during the presentation of the document, possibly due to network or server congestion, the QoS

manager may perform an automatic recon�guration in order to maintain the originally agreed QoS

characteristics.

5.2 QoS Negotiation

The steps involved in QoS negotiation are shown in Figure 4. A key element in the negotiation

process is the selection criteria provided by the user. Speci�cally, the user can de�ne di�erent QoS

pro�les, each containing a set of selection criteria [9]. For each relevant QoS parameter, the criteria

may include a minimum value and a preferred value. A priority ordering based on these parameters

is also provided, either in absolute terms or in terms of a weighted sum. The latter is important

because some kind of trade-o� must normally be performed between conicting preferences, such as

low cost and high presentation quality. If the system cannot provide a con�guration which satis�es

the minimum requirements of the user, the user is invited to accept certain quality reductions based

on the feasible system con�gurations.

QoS negotiation must cope with system components that provide QoS guarantees as well as
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components that provide only best-e�ort service. In order to provide an end-to-end guarantee

for QoS characteristics in the presence of best-e�ort components such as the Internet, the QoS

management framework supports automatic QoS monitoring of those components that are known

to be relatively unreliable. Our system includes a network performance monitor which may initiate

a system recon�guration if the measured performance falls below the QoS threshold which was

determined during the initial con�guration of the application.

An important aspect of this work is the identi�cation of the system management information

and the meta-data of the multimedia documents which are necessary for making sensible decisions

concerning QoS negotiation. The management information is usually distributed among the di�erent

system components, while the document meta-data is stored in the database.

6 Synchronization of Multimedia Data

In general, multimedia synchronization denotes a temporal, spatial, or even logical relationship

between objects or media streams. In the context of multimedia computing and communications,

however, multimedia synchronization is typically concerned with temporal relationships only. This

notion is still very broad and it captures a variety of issues such as inter-process communication.

Recent advances in this �eld can be found in [7].

For our system, we have developed an algorithm to synchronize the various media streams from

possibly heterogeneous servers. Our algorithm adheres to the inter-media skew tolerances obtained

by Steinmetz [21] which de�ne the limits in the perception of ordinary human beings between

various media types. For example, lip synchronization has a tolerance of 120 msec. In designing our

algorithm, we adopt an approach that does not require a global clock among the various servers.

Furthermore, the bu�er requirements are kept to a minimum.
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6.1 Presentation Scenario

In our synchronization algorithm, control of the display of the media streams is done at the client.

This is accomplished by the use of a presentation scenario which segments the media streams into

small pieces (for example, segments of one second duration) and de�nes the temporal relationship

among the segments. An example is shown in Figure 5 where inter-stream synchronization is de�ned

at synchronization points.

When a document is created, its presentation scenario is determined and stored as meta-data.

At document presentation time, if a particular segment arrives too early, it may be intentionally

delayed in a bu�er in order to re-synchronize with the other media streams. If a segment arrives

later than the acceptable skew tolerances, it is simply discarded. On the other hand, if the segment

is late but falls within these tolerances, it is played as soon as possible.
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6.2 Synchronization Control

Our synchronization algorithm is executed at two levels. At the �rst level, a scheduler (residing at the

client) receives the presentation scenario from the database and the negotiated QoS parameters from

the QoS manager. The scheduler then estimates decoding delays, and uses the Time Flow Graph

method [12] to derive a presentation schedule for each monomedia object, that is, it determines

the times at which the servers should start transmitting their respective media streams. At the

client, a media synchronization controller (MSC) is activated for each media stream. The MSCs

are responsible for opening and controlling transport connections. They request the start and end

of data transfers according to the presentation schedule so that the multimedia document is played

back in synchrony. Scheduling and predicting the tra�c are not su�cient to maintain a simultaneous

multi-stream delivery since the network may introduce random delays and losses, resulting in jitters

and gaps within the data stream. Compensating for such errors is done at the second level of

synchronization.

The second level, which is called stream synchronization protocol, provides synchronization re-

covery operations at the MSCs. This protocol works as follows. The media streams are divided

into segments of a given duration, say one second (see Figure 5). If during a one-second interval,

the video MSC receives data out of synchronization with the audio stream (for example, with skew

greater than 120 ms), it informs the other MSCs of the actual time-skew. During the next one-second

interval, all MSCs shift their data presentations by the previously encountered skew, thus recovering

synchronization. Details of the synchronization control system and performance evaluation results

are reported in [11].

7 Scalable Video Encoding

In many applications, it may be expected that video objects can be displayed on a variety of terminals

with di�erent capabilities, ranging from portable personal computers to high-de�nition television
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receivers. Furthermore, users may want to access the data at di�erent bit rates, especially when

the cost of receiving the data is sensitive to the bit rate used. The system should therefore provide

the user with the ability to access a video sequence at di�erent spatial and color resolutions, or at

di�erent bit rates.

The most straightforward approach to this is separate storage of the coded data for each type of

receiver. This is complex and wasteful of storage capacity, and introduces the overhead of keeping

several copies of the same object consistent. A more e�cient approach is the concept of embedded

coding, whereby a subset of the encoded data can be used to decode a lower resolution version of

the sequence. This type of encoding method is referred to as scalable encoding [8]. Three types

of scalability are commonly identi�ed: spatial scalability, where the di�erent levels have di�erent

spatial resolution; signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalability, where the di�erent levels have the same

spatial resolution but di�erent amplitude resolution (or SNR); and temporal scalability, where the

di�erent levels have di�erent temporal resolution.

The MPEG-2 standard has provided for spatial, SNR and temporal scalability in a limited fash-

ion. Spatial scalability is the most relevant for the current application, with receivers having di�erent

display capability. MPEG-2 provides for two levels of resolution in the spatial scalable extension, and

we have developed such a two-level encoder/decoder in software. The original sequence at the higher

level is �rst �ltered and down-sampled to produce the low resolution picture. This picture is then

encoded using the appropriate MPEG-2 con�guration, and the corresponding bit stream is stored or

transmitted. At the decoder, the encoded low resolution picture is decoded and up-converted to the

original resolution. The up-converted picture is then available to assist in encoding the original full

resolution picture. The prediction of a picture in the high resolution sequence is formed using either

the previous (and/or subsequent) high-resolution reference picture(s), the up-converted picture from

the low level (at the same time instant) or a combination of the two.
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8 Project Integration

The various system components have been implemented and successfully integrated into a multi-

media news prototype. The integration e�ort is the responsibility of an integration team, led by

R.J. Velthuys (September 1994 to June 1996) and D.F. Evans (since July 1996), and comprised of

research sta� and graduate students from all participating institutions. Integration was required at

both the design and implementation levels. The design level is concerned with the de�nition of the

reference architecture. Of particular importance are the interfaces between system components. At

the implementation level, integration team members interact frequently by email, phone call, and

short term visits. System integration is done at the University of Waterloo. Much progress was

made at an integration workshop organized by K. Lyons of IBM CAS in November 1995. Members

of the integration team spent two weeks at IBM CAS, working out the details of the interfaces, mod-

ifying the software modules as required, collaborating in debugging these modules, and producing

an enhanced version of the multimedia news prototype.

As part of the project integration e�ort, a multimedia API has been de�ned and implemented,

and a multimedia news application developed using this API. In the remainder of this section, we

describe our API and then present the features of the multimedia news prototype.

8.1 Multimedia API

Table 1 contains an overview of the API primitives, organized by function groups [17, 23]. This is a

minimal API, which has been implemented as a C++ class library [17], using the capabilities of the

various system components.

8.2 Multimedia News Prototype

The latest version of our multimedia news prototype was demonstrated at the CASCON '96 confer-

ence. This version has the following features. The ObjectStore server and the CMFS reside on an
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Function Group Primitive Explanation (where required)

Initialization initialization acquire resources, and establish

log-on connections between system

components

Search set search scope set range of documents

search on meta-data to be searched

search on content

Retrieval and prepare prepare for retrieval; this includes

document the pre-fetching of data

presentation present start or resume presentation

pause

fast forward/rewind

close terminate presentation

QoS negotiation open pro�le window

get active pro�le

negotiate active pro�le

get document QoS

get system QoS

negotiate presentation

Shutdown log-o�

release release resources and terminate

connections

Table 1: Multimedia API
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IBM RS/6000 running AIX. Two client platforms are supported: IBM RS/6000 running AIX and

SUN SPARC running SunOS. The networking technology is based on ATM switching equipment

from Newbridge Networks, and audio/video support is provided by motion JPEG cards from IBM

and Parallax. The multimedia news application contains a news browser with facilities for QoS

negotiation, searching, retrieving, and presenting news documents.

The software technologies included in our integrated prototype are listed below:

� Document type de�nition, multimedia database, dynamic insertion of new types, reuse of

types, and automatic insertion of documents.

� Real time threads, transport service based on UDP, and continuous media �le server.

� QoS negotiation protocol, user QoS pro�le management, and QoS measurement layer.

� Synchronization control module.

� Multimedia API and multimedia news application.

9 Concluding Remarks and Future Direction

In this paper, we have described the software technologies developed by the CITR Broadband

Services major project. Our technologies have a number of salient features, which are not present

in most other systems:

� Our continuous media �le server is scalable without the need for special hardware; it also

supports QoS, variable bit rate transfer, and synchronization of media streams.

� Our multimedia database is based on an object-oriented design with an e�cient storage struc-

ture, a uniform treatment of multiple media and meta-data, and a database model that is

compliant with the SGML/HyTime standard.
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� Our QoS management architecture supports a dynamic choice of available services; that is, it

selects an optimal con�guration of the system components based on factors such as cost and

resource availability.

� Our media synchronization algorithm is based on the time ow graph approach and does not

require a global clock.

Our approach of organizing the constituent projects according to system components has worked

very well. An important success factor is the close collaboration among members of the integration

team. Our integration e�ort has led to improved understanding of the research issues related to

each system component. Some of these issues might not have surfaced if the research had focused on

a speci�c component only. We now have a testbed that can be used for research and development

work in distributed multimedia applications.

As to future directions, we have recently started work on extending our technologies to include a

conversational capability. This would allow users to engage in video-conferencing, and at the same

time, access multimedia documents from a multimedia database. Such a capability would e�ectively

support applications such as tele-learning and remote consultation. The conversational capability,

together with a tele-learning application, will be developed.
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